BONUS: WINNING LOTTERY TICKET
Congratulations! By coming here you have received this winning lottery ticket. Your
prize is a free education in the skills to become a mental-spiritual wealth millionaire.
If you accept your prize, you will learn the 4 HELP skills we require to survive and thrive:
Happiness, Enough, Love, and Peace. Mental-spiritual millionaires make their life
wonderful even when the world is unfair. They love giving away their mental wealth.
When you learn the HELP skills and experience their benefits, you will qualify for
the BIG prize*: You will be eligible to join Einstein’s World Peace army to popularize
HELP and prevent the premature death of your loved ones that Einstein, our most
knowledgeable scientists, credible futurists, and spiritual leaders predict.
Training in Einstein’s peace army includes modern weapons: 7 simple word switches
rapidly create a newer way of thinking that lead us to the universal wisdom that makes
life wonderful. 2 secret love creation skills teach the modern version of The Golden
Rule: Love myself with the abundance that overflows to enrich the world. People don’t
realize how much hate we have even though it is regularly expressed to others and
one’s self. You will learn the benefits of hate. In Einstein’s army training, hate is
directed against injustice, intolerance, prejudice, illiteracy, and war (never at people).
In this lottery, winners are decided by choice, not chance and everyone wins or
everyone loses. If you accept your prize you will study the universal skills that are
proven to work and then pay them forward to love ones and others with a click on your
computer. Teaching HELP will be among your most satisfying endeavors. If you
decline you will not need to do anything new but perhaps hope God, our leaders, or
others will prevent the premature death of our loved ones predicted to occur with little or
no warning, anytime, but with a high degree of certainty within the next ten years.
You can start your education immediately by listening to the 7 Mind Freeing, Lifechanging, World Saving word switches and the 2 secret love creation skills recorded by
golden voiced professional speaker, actor, and radio host: Brad Shepard. Start with the
love creation skills.
http://lovingmenow.org/modules-of-learning/video

All content of the Educational Community 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation is forever
FREE to you and everyone, everywhere, anytime on our multiple web sites. For video
endorsements by Jack Canfield, Brian Tracy and others: www.worldpeace.academy
-----------*We cannot put a dollar amount on the winnings because the lives of our loved ones are
priceless. No amount of money can buy the newer way of thinking skills most likely to
prevent the war that will end all wars … and us!

WINNING LOTTERY PRIZE
Einstein’s World Peace Army
You have come to the Educational Community (EC) nonprofit corporation website
where you are immediately provided the two (2) most powerful yet still secret skills that
teach the modern version of The Golden Rule: Love myself with the abundance that
overflows to enrich the world. Following these love creation skills listen to a real life
story that demonstrates their power. Seven (7) easy to learn word substitutions, “wordswitches”, create A Newer Way Of Thinking (ANWOT) that redirects energy to
cooperation for mutual benefits instead of harmful confrontation to assert dominance.
ANWOT is Einstein’s solution to the BIGGEST Puzzle we must solve if we are to
continue to survive and thrive:
Why is it that we fill our world with fear, hate, scarcity, and war when
we want and need Happiness, Enough, Love, and Peace (HELP)?
You can start your education immediately by clicking on the link to recordings of the
7plus2 Formula by Brad Shepard. Brad is a professional speaker, lead actor in offBroadway shows, and a radio host whose golden voice will entertain you as you learn.
http://lovingmenow.org/modules-of-learning/video
With regular practice, these 7plus2 skills will rapidly set HELP in motion. If you are like
most individuals, they will become automatic and effortless within 30 days and grow in
strength with continued use. When you experience the multiple wonderful benefits,
enjoy paying these skills forward to family and additional loved ones with a click on your
computer. Your gift to others costs nothing, takes little time and energy, and will be
among the most fulfilling actions you take. When they thank you, request that they do
what you just did; learn the 7plus2 formula and pay it forward to their significant others.
If you do only this, you will have made a significant contribution to make our world the
home we wish for.
When you have put HELP in motion for yourself you will be eligible to join Einstein’s
Peace army where you can make your already significant life REALLY meaningful.
Make Einstein’s solution to The Puzzle a worldwide movement with HELP available to
everyone, everywhere, all the time. Participate in a genie seminar where like-minded
individuals will participate in lifetime education to co-create better solutions to life’s
challenges and sustain the world of our dreams as we make it happen. Imagine a world
where citizens help one another instead of tear others and themselves down; where
love energy is directed to creativity, research, health, education, and spiritual excellence
instead of security, greed, and weapons that maim and kill; and where hate energy is
directed to war on war, on poverty, ignorance, greed, and prejudice (not at people!); and
all children have the opportunity to fully blossom. All EC content is guaranteed forever
FREE on our multiple web sites. Continue your step by step education by clicking
www.anwot.org. [This self-study program will be available soon. Start now with the
video link above.]

